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Abstract—In large scale emergency scenarios, mas-
sive content for searching, asking for help, and
rescue will be generated and transmitted in Intelli-
gent Internet of Vehicular Things (IIoVT). However,
IP-networks based emergency systems make rescue
decisions on remote emergency centers, leading to in-
efficient content dissemination and a high-latency re-
sponse. Moreover, a few previous works address trust
issues in the emergency systems, resulting in fake
content and malicious emergency services. To address
above challenges, we propose an emergent semantic-
based information-centric fog system, which realizes
trustworthy and intelligent emergency analysis and
management. First, we design an efficient emergency
content dissemination network for aggregating and
analyzing emergency information. Besides, we pro-
pose a semantic-based trustworthy routing scheme
that filters fake content from malicious entities. More-
over, we implement a real testbed and a simulator to
evaluate the benefit and performance of the proposed
system. The results show that the proposed system
achieves a short average semantic analyzing time and
a low failure rate of emergency services.

I. INTRODUCTION

EMERGENCY systems have been deployed
around the world to provide emergency ser-

vices. The early arrival of emergency services is
essential to save lives [1]. The current emergency
systems are outdated and can not satisfy the time-
sensitive need for trustworthy emergency services

when natural disasters happen. For example, an
earthquake and tsunami in Indonesia in 2018 killed
more than 400 and limited road access, leaving the
area with no Internet service, which significantly
disrupts the delivery of emergency services.

We focus on large emergency scenarios, such
as earthquakes, storms, floods, etc., which dam-
age a considerable amount of fibers, data cen-
ters, and other communication infrastructures. The
emergency system contains emergency communica-
tion, information processing, and emergency agent
(such as ambulance and fire truck) coordination.
With the advent of Intelligent Internet of Vehicular
Things (IIoVT) [2]–[4], ubiquitous devices in the
edge, such as vehicles, sensors, and road side unit
(RSU), bring up new chances to upgrade emergency
systems and improve the quality of emergency
services. During disasters, a large number of sen-
sors and emergency agents generate a tremendous
amount of multi-media content for asking for help,
rescue, and emergency resources. These devices,
such as RSU and edge servers, provide computing
resources for emergency systems to analyze and uti-
lize the rich semantic information for swift rescue.

There are some critical challenges to design new
emergency systems. Firstly, it is difficult to dissem-
inate information efficiently and reliably in case
that communication equipment (e.g., base station)
may be down. Besides, emergency systems suffer
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from attacks from malicious entities that provide
fake content and break the emergency services. For
instance, if malicious entities provide fake content
about emergency events, emergency agents may
go to wrong positions, leaving emergency events
unserved. Moreover, most existing emergency sys-
tems apply the client-server model, which is not
suitable for large scale emergency scenarios. In the
client-server model, with most of the rescue agents
distributing in the area, asking for help and rescue
are on the edge while decisions for emergencies are
on the cloud, leading to intolerable rescue delay.

In this sense, we propose the emergent semantic-
based trustworthy information-centric fog sys-
tem, as shown in Fig. 1, which provides emer-
gency services by three components: edge devices,
information-centric fog network, and cloud emer-
gency center (CEC). The edge devices collect and
pre-process the information on the edge. Besides,
the information-centric fog network leverages fog
computing [2], [5] to utilize the semantic infor-
mation for secure emergency analysis and manage-
ment. With the development of artificial intelligence
technology, we can tell a story of emergencies
from multi-media content by generating textual
summaries [6] in the fog network, which is vital
to understand the emergency and disseminate emer-
gency information.

The proposed system communicates using
Information-Centric Networking (ICN), which pro-
vides resiliency toward infrastructure failure since
it does not depend on permanently available or
fixed end-to-end paths [7], [8]. Since ICN caches
information along the path, information can be
retransmitted from one of the replicas. Besides, the
rich semantic features can be utilized to increase
emergency information dissemination significantly.
For instance, the fog network can prioritize traf-
fic based on semantic information and give pri-
ority to more urgent information. Also, the cache
mechanism of ICN reduces the latency because
multiple clients may request the same information.
Moreover, we designed semantic-based trustwor-
thy routing mechanisms in fog network to defend
against malicious untrusted entities in ICN in the
fog networks. The contributions of the proposed
system are as follows:

• We proposed a novel emergency communica-

Fig. 1: Our proposed trustworthy information-
centric fog system.

tion network, which aggregates and analyzes
emergencies with semantic analysis in the net-
work layer.

• We designed a semantic-based trustworthy
routing scheme, which filters untrusted content
and improves quality of emergency services.

• We proposed a testbed architecture for the
proposed system and implemented a sample
testbed, which can provide insights to deploy
the proposed system on existing IIoVT de-
vices.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
We first provide an overview of the state of the art.
Then we introduce the detailed architecture of the
proposed system. Finally, we propose the testbed
architecture and evaluation and conclude the paper.
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II. RELATED WORKS

Many approaches about emergency systems have
been studied actively in recent years, which roughly
focus on three main branches. (1) Emergency calls.
This traditional method only provides audio infor-
mation to the rescuer. (2) New emergency commu-
nications. Based on edge computing and 5G, these
approaches incorporate the capabilities of transmit-
ting multimedia data into the overall management
of emergency services. (3) Reliable Emergency
services. These approaches can provide reliable
communications for emergency scenarios [9].

However, there are still critical issues in the
existing emergency systems. First, although a de-
vice to device system is proposed for safety and
emergency services [10], it still relies on fixed
access points and lacks an efficient information
dissemination scheme. Network infrastructure such
as based stations may fail due to natural disasters,
leading to disruptions of emergency services in
this system. Moreover, only a few works address
how to utilize semantic information for emergency
services and consider the trustworthiness of the
content [11]. Although utilizing fog networks can
offer benefits such as low latency, it also brings up
security challenges because the fog node can also
be exploited by malicious entities. There is no trust
management mechanism designed specifically for
the emergency system using ICN.

Our proposed system is resilient to the failure of
network infrastructure during disasters. Besides, our
proposed system analyzes the semantic correlation
between massive information and helps to make
swift decisions. In addition, the information-centric
fog network moves the emergency management
intelligence from the cloud to the edge, which
reduces the rescue delay. Moreover, the proposed
system manages the trustworthiness of content and
can resist faked content from malicious entities. The
proposed system also utilizes the benefits of 5G.
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) proposes to
enable ICN in 5G core architecture and deploy ICN
natively in LTE, 4G mobile networks. ICN can be
implemented as a slice of 5G, which supports mass
emergency communications using densely deployed
base stations.

III. TRUSTWORTHY INFORMATION-CENTRIC

FOG SYSTEM: ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

In this section, we present an architecture
overview of the proposed trustworthy information-
centric fog system, shown in Fig. 1, organized
according to the bi-dimensional resource space pre-
sented in [12].

In the proposed architecture, the fog network
is connected with the edge devices and the cloud
emergency service provider. Different from the
client-server model, fog network also coordinates
agents for emergencies in the proposed system.
During a disaster, enormous emergencies occur
around the city. The fog nodes can coordinate
agents for emergencies, lessening the burden of
CEC. Moreover, the CEC may not know exactly the
status of agents and emergencies due to the dam-
age to the telecommunication infrastructure. What’s
worse is that the CEC may break out during a disas-
ter. The proposed system is resilient to the failure
of CEC because the fog network can still aggre-
gate information from edge devices and coordinate
agents even if they lost internet connection with
the cloud. Besides, fog nodes exchange emergency
information with each other to improve coordina-
tion performance. Derived from the ICN publish-
subscribe paradigm, the information dissemination
mechanism in the proposed system employs two
types of packets: (a) the interest (or request) packet
to retrieve a specific category of content and (b)
the data packet to provide content to the requester.
The information-centric fog network utilizes ICN to
provide the following advantages. First, it provides
resiliency because it does not require a centralized
server. In addition, thanks to the cache scheme of
the information-centric fog network, information
can be transmitted from one of the replicas if
the publisher is down. Besides, it also contains
rich semantic information, which can be utilized
to improve emergency information dissemination
efficiency significantly. Moreover, the information-
centric fog network offers low latency due to its
cache mechanism.

As shown in Fig. 1, at the lowest level, edge
devices can provide storage and computing capa-
bilities, which can be utilized to pre-process the
information received across the area. These devices
generate content about the emergency and act as
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a data publisher. Conversely, the emergency agents
can subscribe as a consumer for particular emer-
gency categories, basing on their reaction capabil-
ity. This second layer has three main functions: (1)
interacting with edge devices, (2) communicating
with other fog nodes, and (3) interacting with the
CEC. When information about emergencies arrives,
fog nodes exploit the semantic feature of ICN to ex-
tract the types, required agents, and time constraints
of emergencies. Then, fog nodes publish emergency
information as content and distribute them among
fog nodes according to the corresponding subscrip-
tion they made. After analyzing the information,
the fog network coordinates agents to handle the
emergencies and sends the information of unsolved
emergencies to the CEC.

Since all the devices in the IIoVT and the
surroundings can publish and request content, the
system may suffer from faked content from ma-
licious entities. Faked content can destroy emer-
gency services. For instance, the faked position
of emergency events can mislead the ambulance
to the wrong place. To detect the faked content,
we design mechanisms for fog networks to de-
termine the trustworthiness of the content. The
fog nodes determine the direct trustworthiness of
devices based on their interactions with the devices
and the information from other fog nodes. Then
the fog nodes evaluate the trustworthiness of the
received content and filter malicious content from
untrustworthy entities.

IV. SEMANTIC-BASED EFFICIENT

TRUSTWORTHY CONTENT DISSEMINATION

SCHEME

In this section, we propose a novel efficient
trustworthy content dissemination scheme based
on semantic analysis for the proposed emergency
system.

A. Overview of Trustworthy Emergency Content
Delivery

Nowadays, with the increasing number of IIoVT
devices around the city, research and enterprise
communities are taking into account the usage of
the computing and communication resources at the
edge of the network [5]. These devices provide

computation and communication resources for the
emergency system.

Fig. 2: Trustworthy emergency content delivery.

Fig. 2 illustrates the emergency content delivery
in the proposed system. First, the ambulance sends
an interest packet to the fog node nearby for in-
formation of patients in danger. After that, a smart
lamp discovers a person in danger. It videotapes
the person and broadcasts the information to the
fog nodes in the vicinity. Then the node sends
an interest packet to the smart lamp and requests
for emergency information(e.g., locations, audios,
videos). After receiving the data packet, the fog
node extracts text from multi-media data by image
captioning and video captioning. In the meantime,
there is a malicious entity sending faked packets to
the fog node. The malicious entity can send faked
interest packets or publish forged data packets.
On the one hand, the malicious entity can send
faked interest packets for information of patients
in danger, which fools the fog node to dispatch the
emergency event to itself. On the other hand, the
malicious entity can publish data packets containing
forged emergency events, misleading it to dispatch
the emergency event to itself. To defense against
these attacks, the fog node analyzes the semantic
information and judges the trustworthiness of the
entity. If the entity is not trustworthy, the fog node
discards the packet directly. Otherwise, it adds the
analyzing result to the content name. After extract-
ing the information, the fog nodes check if there are
agents that can arrive before the deadline. If there
are agents found for the emergency, the fog network
sends the information to the agents. Otherwise, the
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Fig. 3: Semantic-based trustworthy routing of fog nodes.

information is sent to the CEC. At last, the agents
handle the corresponding emergencies.

B. Semantic-based Trustworthy Routing Scheme

According to the existing fog computing
paradigm [5], we propose the structure of fog
node, which applies ICN in emergency scenarios.
Routing in the fog node is shown in Fig. 3. Each
fog node maintains three data structures to trans-
mit the packets. A Forwarding Information Base
(FIB) keeps track of the routing information of
the various interest packets. A Pending Interest
Table (PIT) keeps states of the forwarded inter-
est packets. The fog node analyzes the semantic
information of incoming data packets and caches
the analyzed information in a Content Store (CS).
When receiving multi-media data, the fog node
generates textual summaries [6], which significantly
reduces the amount of traffic in the system. The
fog node decides whether to transmit multi-media
data according to the trustworthiness of the sender,
the request of the client, and the emergency type.
During transmission, the fog node adopts a dynamic
naming approach and adds new fields to the content
name after analyzing the content.

The fog node consists of six layers. In the
physical and virtualization layer, the node uses

the IP network to build an overlay network or
directly uses hardware to implement ICN. The
monitoring layer watches hardware status. The
pre-processing layer analyses the emergencies and
schedules agents for emergency rescue. Moreover,
the pre-processing layer performs trustworthiness
analysis on the entity that sends the packet. The fog
node measures the trustworthiness of an entity by
emergency handling results, interaction freshness,
and trustworthiness from other nodes. If the fog
node successfully handles one emergency using
the information published by one entity, the cor-
responding entity is more trustworthy. Since the
trustworthiness of one entity may change over time,
the more recent interactions contribute more to the
trustworthiness of an entity. The fog node also com-
bines the trustworthiness from other nodes because
it may not have full knowledge about the entity.
After performing the trustworthiness analysis, the
fog node figures out correlated emergencies using
semantic information, which is vital for determining
the types and quantity of emergency agents. In
addition, when the fog node can not deal with all
emergency traffic, it utilizes semantic information
to determine the importance of emergencies and
delays forwarding the interest packets for the unim-
portant emergencies, reducing the corresponding
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data packet and improving the quality of service
(QoS) of more urgent information. The tempo-
rary storage layer caches the analyzed information
about agents and emergencies. The security layer,
instead, comes into play for sensitive information.
Finally, the transport layer forwards the packets to
the corresponding receiver.

C. Fog-enabled Emergency Information Extraction
and Agent Coordination

In this section, we first discuss the emergency in-
formation extraction based on the semantic features
of ICN. Then we propose the agent coordination
using the information obtained in the fog node.

The emergency information includes semantic
information about the agents, emergency events,
and constraints for coordination, such as traffic
conditions. The fog node can utilize image
captioning and video storytelling to generate
textual summaries for emergency events [6], which
is further analyzed to figure out the type and
urgency of emergencies. Then the fog node gets
the types of required agents and estimates the
time limit to handle the emergency. Similarly,
the fog node gets the types and positions of
emergency agents. These analyzed results will
be added to the content name. The fog node
classifies the information according to the content
name of the packet, which is named according to
the hierarchical naming structure of ICN [7] and
contains rich semantic information. For instance,
a sample content name is defined as /shang-
hai/patient/injured/minhang/severe/video/demo.mpg,
which means that there is a seriously injured person
in Minhang. Then, the fog node extracts the sensor
data from edge devices to analyze the traffic
condition using methods proposed in [13]. For
example, based on the GPS data, the fog node
estimates the speed of the agent between two
positions.

After gathering all the information, the fog nodes
coordinate the available agents to deal with the
emergency. We formalize the agent coordination
problem as an assignment problem. The fog node
assigns the agents available to emergency events
to minimize the damage caused by all emergency
events. The traffic condition, road condition, time
limit, and available agents are the constraints for

the problem. First, according to the emergency type,
the fog node figures out the agents that are capable
of handling the corresponding emergency. Second,
the fog node utilizes the road condition, distance,
and speed between the position of the emergency
event and the agent to estimate the time for the
agent to arrive. Finally, the fog node selects agents
according to the constraints mentioned above.

V. TESTBED ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we propose a testbed for the
proposed system, which provides some insights to
deploy the proposed system using existing IIoVT
devices.

A. Overview and Architecture of the Testbed

The testbed has two separate networks: emulation
network and monitoring network. The emulation
network simulates the connection between the fog
nodes using ICN. We implemented an overlay
network using Python according to Named Data
Networking (NDN) [7], and the analytic model of
ICN [3]. NDN is an instantiation of ICN, and the
analytic model of ICN exploits more mechanisms
for emergency scenarios. This implementation con-
sists of three parts: overlay ICN network, hardware
status monitoring, and virtual fog node. The overlay
ICN network is on top of the TCP/IP network. We
implemented PIT, CS, and FIB for the forwarding
process. We define pre-defined FIB tables for each
device to provide initial virtual connections among
devices in the system. The FIB table is updated
after receiving new interest packets. Moreover, the
fog node applies a modified method to forward the
packet. Specifically, it only forwards the data packet
to the selected agent rather than all the agents
matching the PIT. Besides, the fog node adds more
fields to the content name after analyzing it, which
makes the content name contain more information.
Multiple devices provide resources for a virtual fog
node. One device acts as a controller to coordinate
the other devices that make up this fog node. One
control device in the fog node coordinates all the
other nodes in the system. The monitoring net-
work manages and monitors the performance of the
testbed including the CPU utilization, bandwidth,
memory usage, etc. The testbed can use any device
with two network cards. We choose the Raspberry
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Fig. 4: An overview of testbed architecture.

Pi for our testbed due to its reduced cost. Fig. 4
depicts an overview of the testbed architecture for
the proposed system. The emulation network and
monitoring network use the wireless network card
and the wired network card, respectively. All Rasp-
berry Pi devices and a monitoring host computer
are fully interconnected. In this way, the researcher
can send commands to the monitoring host, which
makes configurations of the Raspberry Pi devices.
After initial configuration, Raspberry Pi devices
form a fog network and communicate through wire-
less network communication. Fog nodes can also
send their current status information to the mon-
itoring host computer, which instantiates a virtual
network topology and provides information to the
researcher.

B. Testbed Configuration and Status Monitoring

To effectively configure the testbed, we utilize
the monitoring network, which is connected using
a switch. Since this network and the emulation
network are separate, they don’t interfere with each
other. All the Raspberry Pi devices and the moni-
toring host can connect with each other using the
IP address. The monitoring host is used to deploy
arbitrary network topology to the testbed. In the
implemented overlay network demo, the fog nodes
load FIB from the configuration file, which sets
up the emulation network topology. To adapt the
demo code to specific scenarios, we need to mod-
ify the configuration file and add the interactions
among the hosts and the fog node. Besides, after

enabling status monitoring in the configuration file,
fog nodes will send two types of information to the
monitoring host: the hardware status and the packet
status. In specific, the fog node sends the hardware
status (e.g., CPU utilization rate, CPU temperature)
periodically. While, once the fog node receives or
sends a packet, it sends the packet status to the
monitoring host.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

This section aims to discuss the performance of
the proposed system using the proposed testbed
and a customed simulator based on EdgeCloudSim
[14]. The evaluation results of the testbed are
used in the simulation tool to get results for a
large topology. The simulation part is performed
using a custom extended version of the simulation
tool EdgeCloudSim [14]. Specifically, we added a
module that simulates emergency agents to handle
emergencies.

We consider a 3 hours emergency rescue scenario
under an earthquake and assume that all the emer-
gencies are time-sensitive. The simulated area is
10, 000 square kilometers with 200 rescue teams at
the beginning. The simulation uses a discrete event
management framework and models the emergency
and rescue during simulation time in every second.
We assign different speed of occurrence of emer-
gency events to different areas. During the rescue,
we can send rescue teams from the emergency
center or the area of the earthquake to newly
occurred emergencies. We evaluate the performance
of the system by increasing the number of emer-
gencies from 20, 000 to 120, 000 in the simulation
time. The data size in simulation ranges from 250
KB to 2500 KB, which is enough to transmit a
small compressed video. The average data size is
1800KB, which results in traffic rate in an edge
device from 120 MB/h to 2200 MB/h.

We compared the semantic analyzing time of
three different cache strategies, namely, first in
first out (FIFO), least-frequently used (LFU), and
least recently used (LRU). As stated in [15], the
popular content in ICN follows the Zipf’s law, in
which alpha indicates the intensity of the popularity
distribution. Fig. 6 shows the average semantic
analyzing time under different cache mechanisms
when we increase alpha. The analyzing results can
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Fig. 5: Average semantic analyzing time versus Zipf
exponent.

Fig. 6: Failure rate versus emergency number.

be cached to reduce the analyzing time of the
packet. For each cache strategy, the number of
processed data packets is 3000. Results show that
the average semantic analyzing time decreases as
alpha increases because the previous cached results
are more likely to be reused. Besides, FIFO has the
longest analyzing time. LRU is better than LRU

when alpha is less than or equal to 1.4. When
alpha is greater than 1.4, there is no big difference
between LFU and LRU.

We simulated four scenarios to show the per-
formance of the proposed system. The first three
scenarios all utilize the proposed system and dif-
fer in what is down during the earthquake. The
first scenario is the proposed system without fog
networks and cloud (WTFC). In WTFC, the base
stations lost connection with each other, and the
backhaul links are down. The second scenario is the
proposed system with working fog networks (WF),
in which all the backhaul links are down, and the
fog can not access CEC. However, the fog nodes
can connect with each other. The third scenario is
the proposed system with working fog networks
and cloud (WFC), which is an ideal case that the
network is not damaged. The last scenario is the
traditional system without fog networks (WTF), in
which clients directly connect with CEC. Fig. 6
shows the simulation results. The failure rate of
WTFC is highest while the one of WFC is lowest.
The failure rate of the WF scenario is higher at
the beginning because the emergency agents (e.g.,
rescue teams) cannot connect with CEC, and they
only rely on the fog node to coordinate them.
However, since the fog network can fully utilize the
emergency teams in the system, WF performs better
than WTF as the number of emergencies increases.
Using both fog and CEC, the failure rate of the
traditional client-server system decreases from 87%
to 37%. The failure rate of the WF scenario is
higher at the beginning because there is no cloud
available to fully utilize the rescue teams from the
emergency center.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we propose a rapidly deployable
trustworthy emergency service system for IIoVT.
Firstly, we present an intelligent emergency content
dissemination network to efficiently transmit and
analyze emergency information in IIoVT. Secondly,
we present a semantic-based trustworthy routing
scheme to filter malicious content from untrustwor-
thy entities. Finally, we propose a testbed architec-
ture to evaluate some scenarios to show that the
proposed system achieves promising performance
for handling emergency events.
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Starting from this work, there are some future
research issues. We are investigating how to fully
utilize the semantic features of ICN. Besides, it is
worthwhile to deploy the system and conduct large-
scale experiments in a real-life emergency scenario.
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